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Quality Management - One Operations Division's Approach

Krishna Challal

There is much that individual operations divisions can do to improve quality, and many have taken
successful initiatives in that direction. One key is development of an agreed coherent vision of what
constitutes quality.

O ver the last three years, the emphasis on Bank-most importantly in the erstwhile AF6 and in the
quality management (QM) by senior man- East Asia region.
agement in the LAC Region has had a sub- As one means of paying back this debt, I would like

stantial influence on divisional and task managers. to share the experiences with QM of my own division-
In our division, we took it as a cue to expand our previously the LA3 Trade, Finance, Industry and Energy
ongoing QM initiatives and experiments. The em- Division and, after a recent restructuring, the sector
phasis on QM in the report of the Portfolio Manage- operations division responsible for "Public Sector Mod-
ment Task Force and the subsequent signals from the ernization and Private Sector Development" (LA3PS).
Bank's senior management on the need to improve
"quality at entry" and effective project implementa- Original Principles
tion provided additional encouragement, as did in- LA3TF's drive for QM was launched nearly three years
formation on QM experiments in other parts of the ago with a decision to organize a special division retreat

with QM as its guiding theme. One- result of the retreat
was a division-level consensus to adopt the quality of our

1. Mr. Challa is chief of the Public Sector Modernization and . a .
division's overall contributions as our over-archingz goal.

Private Sector Development Division in Country Department 3
of the LAC Region. (continued on p. 2)
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Find a better way

Quality Management, cont. from p. 1 results as well as agreed Bank ing teamwork, provided a support-

Since then, considerations of qual- output goals. ive environment for our division's

ity have been paramount in deter- Wethenagreedon a "self evalu- quality program. These initiatives

mining our overall divisional included a single up-front review

strategies and in making day-to-day ation" methodology to assess procedure at the RVP level for

decisions on priorities and ap- cs a certain kinds of operations, mea-

proaches. And prioriti an ap dimensions and agreed to develop sures to encourage more effective

also provided much of the founda- P . P .nhch-use of technology and development

tionforourbusinessplanningove tors against which these assess- of staff skills, and, at the depart-

the last three years. ments could be made. mental level, a "department with-

The principle of quality as a out walls" concept.

goal is, of course, unimpeachable. Application of the Principles Each of the quality dimensions

Giving it operational meaning is The group recognized that our pro- we identified has had a significant

more difficult. At the outset of the posals would have to be compat- influence on our division's man-

retreat, we readily agreed that the ible with the Bank's, the region's agement style and operational ap-

best measure of quality would be and the department's formal op- proach since the retreat. For

our contribution to sustainable de- erational policies and organiza- example, toenhancedivisionalcon-

velopment in member countries. tional requirements. However, to tributionstoformulationandimple-

However, we recognized that this avoid constraining the agenda too mentation of country assistance

definition was too broad and gen- early in the process, we decided to strategies, we adopted a more de-

eral to guide decision making. A first define what we as a division liberateapproachtohammeringout

more operational definition with would like to do in the absence of appropriate sectoral strategies-

specific measurement standards any organizational constraints other including strategies for helping in

was needed. After much debate, we than the Bank's administrativebud- the formulation and implementa-

agreed that we should assess the getandpersonnelpolicies,andonly tion of policy and institutional re-

quality of our division's output then to adjust our "ideal" approach, forms. We held frequent brain-

along four dimensions: priorities or procedures as neces- storming meetings among all divi-

The division's contribution to the sary. In retrospect, I am pleased to sional task managers working on

formulation of country dev- report that we found a surprisingly the same country. This, in turn, en-
m small number of conflicts between abled more effective contributions

eos en istrateg tha itssud the "ideal" and the permissible. In and participationby divisionalstaff

c ess g g the bulk of the cases where such in country teams and CAS strategy

s conflicts were detected, we were meetings. We also adopted suitable

The extent to which information

on best practice from interna-
tional experience is acquired by

task teams and made available to Each of the quality dimensions we identified has had a
country counterparts in the con- significant influence on our division's management style
text of sector and project work
and implementation support; and operational approach since the retreat.

Success in obtaining the partici- a
patcession a owneip" oe ourt- able to present our case and obtain sector and project-level monitoring

o ad the accommodation we needed indicators.
clients in the process of formulat- from the department or region. To enhance client participation

ing and implementing policies, Beyond that, specific initiatives and ownership, we initiated a vari-

programs and projects; and takenby the region to help improve ety of approaches for including

The efficiency and timeliness of quality and efficiency, as well as clients in the early stages of project

services delivered by the divi- specific departmental initiatives in formulation and the formulation

sion, and its success in helping LA3 aimed at simplifying loan pro- of policy and institutional reform

achieve expected on-the-ground cessing procedures and encourag- proposals. And to enable task
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Find a better way

managers to acquire knowledge of which task managers have shared management program focusing on
best practices in their respective ar- experiences and useful tips. Cross- energy efficiency, conservation and
eas of interest, we developed a more fertilization has also been achieved improved technologies in Jamaica.
activist training strategy for divi- byinvitingspeakersknowledgeable In this case, local and international
sion staff. It featured state-of-the- about similar experimentation in
art seminars, field visits to other other parts of the Bank-for ex-
countries which had attempted ample, thecentralvice-presidencies. While the specific
similar reforms, cross-regional
seminars to share experiences, and Some Specific Examples modalities and degrees
formal external or in-Bank training The first example I would like to of client and stakeholder
whenever needed. In some in- cite is our ongoing work related to participation in design
stances, joint field visits to other the reform of the Bolivian telecom-
countries implementing new sector munications sector. This is being have varied considerably
strategies were organized for client pursued as part of a broader "capi- across projects and
country representatives together talization program" announced by in each case
with task managers. the government to reduce the role pg m

The efficiency and timeliness of of the state and increase the private the participation has
our output were addressed mainly sector's role in key production ac- had a substantial impact
through the use of an agreed sys- tivities and the provision of public
tem of explicit dollar task budgets services. In exploring the options on the final design.
within which task managers would for overall reform, as well as the
have substantial autonomy, subject, specific alternatives available for re- NGOs directly participated in the
however, to periodic division-level structuring and privatization in the formulation and appraisal of the
reviews of resource use and accom- telecommunications sector, two demand-side management (DSM). plishments in relation to specific workshops were conducted at the program. To facilitate a discussion
monitoring indicators. outset of project identification and of the priorities and adduce a deci-

To illustrate how the QM pro- preparation. In the workshops, all sion on which of the measures
gramaffectedouroperationalwork parties concerned-government should be tried out as part of the
and its results, what happened with policy makers, representatives of experimental program, the Bank
respect to one of the four dimen- the local and regional telephone co- presented to the group a compara-
sions-enhancing client participa- operatives, the state-owned long tiveanalysisofalternativemeasures
tion and ownership-is worth a distance telephone company, and available for energy conservation
closer look. Reflecting our consen- independent domestic and inter- in residential and commercial ar-
sus, virtually every operation pre- national experts-participated. eas. The same agencies also partici-

From the "no holds pated in the final negotiation of the
barred," at times GEF grant to be executed by the... to enable task managers to acquire very animated, dis- Bank in support of the program. To

knowledge of best practices in their cussions emerged further broaden public interest and

respective areas of interest, we policy options and understanding, the main imple-restructuring mo- menting agency (the Jamaica Pub-
developed a more activist training dalities which were lic Service Company) sponsored an
strategy for division staff. fine-tuned later essay competition for school chil-

through further de- dren, inviting their views and ideas
pared by the division over the last bate stemming from wider public on energy conservation. The com-
2-3 years has incorporated explicit dissemination. These formed the petitionattracted public interestand
steps to increase client participa- basis for the legislative and regula- attentionexceedingall expectations.
tioninsectordialogue,projectiden- tory reforms that are now being Anevenmorestrikingexample
tification, and project preparation/ proposed. was the preparation and appraisal
appraisal. The steps have reflected Another example was the de- of the Bolivia Judicial Reform
numerous divisional meetings in sign of a demand-side energy (continued on p.4)
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Find a better way

Quality Management, cont. from p. 3 address the specific problems pact on the final design. Not sur-

project. Project appraisal in this case and needs that had been identified. prisingly, in the division's private

was conducted essentially through The workshops fed directly into the sector oriented projects it has be-

three major workshops organized drafting of the appraisal report. come standard operating procedure

in Bolivia to identify and address We expect to use the same work- to canvass private sector represen-

issues affecting the effective and shop approach in fine-tuning these tatives and industry associations-

efficient operation of the judicial proposals and implementing the first in formulating project ideas

process in Bolivia. Representatives agreed actions. and then in implementing the

of the Supreme Court of Bolivia, Similar multi-party consulta- projects. Focus groups, as well as

other appellate courts, the Ministry tiveprocesses-includingrepresen- workshops, have often been used

of Justice, the private lawyers' tation of central government, local to help flesh out ideas, and, in an

association and international legal government, concerned public en- increasing number of cases, private

experts (including judges from terprises, and the private sector- sector representatives have par-

supreme courts of other countries) were used by the division with ticipated as members of steering

all "brainstormed" together in the significant success in the design groups directing the projects or

effort to develop options and of several other programs and programs.

hammer out recommendations. projects. Notable among these are In short, the experiences with

Among other things, the workshops the private sector and export devel- enhanced client and stakeholder

covered the nature of judicial re- opment programs in Colombia and participation have yielded encour-

views, the role and qualifications of Jamaica, for which specific Bank aging results. More broadly, our

judges, court and case administra- projects have now been processed experience to date indicates that

tion, problems in information and approved by the Board, and the once a working unit or team reaches

systems and other infrastructure, power sector reform projects being a common and coherent vision of

alternative dispute resolution prepared in Colombia, Bolivia and what "quality" means to the unit

mechanisms, and required training the Dominican Republic. and can agree on the main elements

and skills development. Outputs While the specific modalities of a quality management program,

from the workshops included a and degrees of client and stake- significant improvements in group

proposed overall judicial reform holder participation in design have output, efficiency, motivation and

strategy, broad options for address- varied considerably across projects morale, and-most importantly-

ing the main problem areas, and a and programs, in each case the par- insustainable on-the-ground results

concrete program of activities to ticipation has had a substantial im- can follow.
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Find a better way

Enhancing the Strategic Dialogue: An Approach to Joint
Stocktaking and Enriching Bank/Government Partnerships
Katherine Marshall'

Articles in previous issues of M & I have described participative approaches to sector work and
project preparation.This article describes large participative meetings with a strategic focus which
have involved substantially the whole top layer of government and have greatly enriched Bankl
Government partnerships.

T he complexity of the World hallmark of successful Bank coun- archy, as well as the Bank's depart-
Bank's role in the develop- try relationships. mental and country managers. All
ment process is nowhere Spurred by contradictory and three special meetings were ambi-

more evident than in Africa. Essen- often counterproductive images of tious and rather risky affairs. Each
tiallv, this is because the human the Bank and sometimes uneasy wasdeliberately(andquiteunnatu-
needs, and the resulting calls for country relationships, the Sahel De- rally in the first instance) placed
support and financing, are so var- partment has engaged in a series of outside the normal work and nego-
ied and great. Even within a single efforts to redress some of the un- tiating relationship between the
meeting, Bank teams find them- derlying sources of tensions. The BankandtheGovernment,andeach
selves cast in many different, sub- aimhasbeentoreestablishthefoun- was framed as a mechanism to
tly shifting roles: financier, obvi- dation of our partnership with our strengthen and enhance the part-
ously, but also advisor and counse- Borrowers, call into play the full nership between the two.
lor, advocate, goader to action, con- range of the Bank's potential to sup- The Senegal, Mali, and Gambia
sultant, bearer of ill tidings, and port country development efforts, meetings had different contexts
partner in joint endeavors. Compli- and lay to rest some of the demons and differed markedly in tone,
cating this multi-faceted role is the of arrogance and misunderstand- focus and outcome. The Senegal
power that the World Bank wields, ing that impair country relation- meeting aimed to recenter the dia-
for better or worse, because of ships. These partnership efforts logue and country strategy on
Africa's heavv dependence on ex- have taken many forms, and in- longer-term issues and address
ternal resources. Sometimes the volved staff at all
Bank is seen as an effective and levels, with the
needed partner and friend, but too resident missions The aim has been to reestablish the
often as an arrogant outsider, even plainly in the front
adversary, intervening in many ranks. Thev have foundation of our partnership with our
domains, too seldom willing and included training Borrowers, call into play the full range
able to listen and understand. in negotiations 'oft Bank's to support

The inherent imbalance of listening, and com- J poeta
power can impede collaboration munications, a per- country development efforts, and lay
and foster tensions, which are vasive focus on to rest some of the demons of arrogance
heightened by vulnerability and joint and collabora-
attendant resentment. Commonlv, tivemodesof work, and misunderstanding that impair
inordinate attention is given to institutional diag- country relationships.
financial flows and studied nosis, sector fo-
positional bargai ing-attention rums, and special social analyses of frustrations in our relationship. The
which canimpedcethe give and take troubling issues. Mali meeting was a joint explora-
of the rich partniership that is the Central to these efforts have tion- with a new government-of

been special meetings in Senegal, issues and prospects for Mali's. 'Katherine arshall is now director of the. Mali and The Gambia, involving future. And the Gambia meeting
country department for Southerin Africa. the w,,hole senior Government hier- (continued on p. 6)
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Enhlancing, cont. from p. 5 Senegalese need for funds and un- prompted the Bank team to shift

set out deliberately to bridge the easeoverpastdisappointmentshad gears from a general willingness to

gap between vision and imple- produced an environment in which listen (hardly rare as such) to a more

mentation, and to build a sounder, discussions rapidly deteriorated "active" listening mode. For two

richer partnership. In all three, into bargaining over highly conten- full days (and nights-one session

theinvestmentsoftimebytheGov- tious and detailed issues such as went to 3:00 AM) while the

ernment and the Bank were sub- the precise number of civil servants Senegalese debated among them-

stantial, but the outcome surpassed on board and the level of the Gov- selves, we did not intervene except

our expectations. ernment salary bill. A similar un- to provide summary comments at

easy climate existed within the do- the close of each session to demon-

nor community but was camou- strate how much we had indeed

flaged by Senegal's brilliant diplo- taken in and to add some provoca-

... the meeting produced a matic initiatives and consummate tive observations and comparative

breakthrough in dialogue... presentational skills. experience. During the third and

Initially planned as a small, pri- final day, the meeting was between

vate "brainstorming" meeting be- the Government and Bank teams-

Senegal tween Government and Bank teams, en famille-and then and only then

The Senegal "Journ6es de Reflex- far from telephones and daily inter- did the Bank team intervene.

ion"-"Days of Reflection" -took ruptions, the Saly meeting grew into There were essentially two

place in Saly, outside Dakar, in Janu- a large and quite public affair. Three outcomes. First, the Bank team

ary 1992. The core purpose was to features shaped the meeting. First, heard and learned much about

refocus the country dialogue on we agreed early on that this should Senegalese visions of development

long-term development issues be a Government-led meeting; the and perceptions about the Bank,

and renew what had been a poorly Bank team would offer advice and much that was heartening and

functioning partnership. The support when asked but was pre- constructive, and much that was

Senegalese Government, including pared to accept virtually any meet- not. We have since been able to

the President and numerous other ing format. Sec-

officials, had chafed under the ond, the Gov-

discipline of complex negotiated ernment orga- The broad attendance made it possible to
conditions, especially for quick- nizers took a
disbursing operations, which, they rather formal highlight linkages between prachcal
maintained, impeded their freedom route towards implementation issues at the project,
to act. Lengthy "discussions" on presenters, com- community and sector levels, budget
program performance and the con- mentators, and

sequent unpredictable flow of funds moderators and and macro-economic management,
had been a constant frustration for enlarged the at- and the national development vision.
Senegal's economic managers. The tendance, open-

Government was often openly ve- ing the meeting effectively to aca- build on the "Spirit of Saly" to probe

hement in attributing to its Bank demics, the private sector, press, understandings of issues, question

counterparts arrogance, lack of un- and donor community (as observ- assumptions we had held as giv-

derstanding of country conditions, ers). Finally, President Diouf gave ens, and move well ahead in many

and failure to listen. strong personalsupport to the meet- areas like agricultural and educa-

From the Bank perspective, the ing, with the result that the entire tion policy. Second, the meeting

partnership was equally frustrat- Cabinet and sub-Cabinet, except produced a breakthrough in dia-

ing-as the Senegalese develop- for the Defense portfolio, was logue, allowing franker discussion

ment programs seemed fundamen- present throughout. and bringing home, at least to

tally stalled, a decade of generous At the meeting, a rather public some degree, the breadth of the

support for policy reforms had setting, the Bank team was almost Bank's experience and capacity to

yielded disappointing results, and immediately confronted with un- assist a country, given a conducive

the combination of a desperate anticipatedandopenhostility.This environment. The rallying cry at

6



Find a better way

the finale of the meeting, not unre- education crisis (which, we argued, agement; and unease around some
lated to the World Cup football was the central barrier to future oftherolesthattheBankhadplaved,
match in Dakar at that moment, progress,asMaliisamongthecoun- specifically in seeking action on
was a can-do "Gagnons!"-"Let's trieswiththelowestprimaryschool agreed conditions such as increas-
win!" Both Government and Bank, enrollment). The broad attendance ing levels of social spending.
have since echoed that frequently. made it possible to highlight link- The meeting was enriched

ages between practical implemen- greatly, despite some initial skepti-
Mali tation issues at the project, commu- cism, by a highly skilled team of
The special Mali meeting, in Febru- nity and sector levels, budget and facilitators from Conflict Manage-
ary 1993, had a very different con- macro-economic management, and ment Inc. which had worked with
text: there was a new Government, the national development vision. In the Sahel Department in the pre-
elected a year after a bloody revolu- the meeting, some of the shibbo- ceding months on special training
tion had brought down a regime of leths aboutBank relationships were in partnership and borrower com-
22 years. The purpose of the meet- addressed with enough clarity and mitment issues. The highly partici-
ing was stocktaking, a fresh start, conviction to ensure that all patory meeting explicitly probed
and looking ahead. While this meet- emerged with a strong and durable relationship issues that would prob-
ing too was larger than we had sense of real partnership in thejoint ably not have been addressed with-
hoped and less explicitly planned, venture of advancing Mali's devel- out outside facilitators. A highlight
the President's personal interest en- opment agenda. of the meeting was a session where
sured attendance by the entire Gov- Government and Bank participants
ernment hierarchy. Even with a were each asked to describe how
highly collaborative environment they thought the other group per-
and a new team, we found that un- ...already it is apparent ceived itself. The perceptions were
derlving tensions around relation- that the investment of time disarmingly frank and disturbing.
ships with the Bank remained and o The Bank was seen as arrogant,W needed to be dealt with. We found and effort on both sides impatient, applying too simplistic
that a key agenda item for the will have long-term and remedies, while The Gambia was
Government's core economic team . , seen as uncommitted to develop-
was to try to broaden appreciation high pay-offs ment, inefficient and corrupt. At
of the imperatives of macro- bottom, however, all participants
economic management and the ad- The Gambia recognized theircommondesire for
justment program. An exciting as- The third special country meeting a future relationship of trust, re-
pect of the Mali meeting (also was the Kairaba Partnership Forum spect and partnership.
presentintheGambia meeting) was with the Gambian Government in While the three country meet-
the strong commitment to open, May 1994. This meeting also had a ings had many themes in common,
public discussionof issues that had, long gestation, growing from an the Gambia meeting produced the
before then, been closely held by a initial agreement two years earlier most exciting statement of a devel-
few individuals. Transparency and to engage in joint reflection on me- opment vision, as well as many ex-
popular participation were strong dium-termdevelopmentdirections plicit agreements on how to im-
recurring themes. and the complexities of the Bank- prove the partnership with the

This meeting took place at a Government relationship. This Bank.Amilitarycoupd'etatinThe
hotel in Bamako (the Amitie- time,naggingissuesintherelation- Gambia in July (unexpected by all
Friendship-another lasting ship were clearly defined. They re- observers of this long-democratic
theme). It was much more partici- flected several problems: the di- country) derailed plans tempo-
patory than its Senegalese prede- chotomv between progress in rarily, but already it is apparent
cessor, with Bank staff intervening macro-economic management and that the investment of time and
freely from the outset in a wide- poor experience on many projects; effort on both sides will have long-
ranging debate. The focus that concerns about governance issues term and highpay-offs,and thatthe
emerged wasthecriticalstateofthe and their potential impact on spirit of Kairaba is enhancing our
Malian economy, and above all the projects and macro-economic man- (continued on p.8)
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Enhancing, cont. from p. 7 seem stilted, conscious efforts to ing out the hypothesis that a

capacity to probe post-coup events listen, and to be seen to listen, are focus on process produces

inan open manner, well understood well worthwhile. Theyare needed broader and probably more

by our main interlocutors. to offset the persistent image of durable results than a purely

the Bank as unwilling to listen, "substantive" agenda.

Lessons the complexities and imbalances
.. . . *Cohesive vision. The com lexi-

Space is inadequate to list all the in the partnership, and the cumu- ties of the Bank's role
g 1 , .. ., 1 tes o th Ban's olewere a

lessons we have drawn from these lative impact of work pressures starting point for all three meet-

three extraordinary experiences, but and urgent calls for action. stand bot Gorree and

a few highlights broadly relevant to ings, and both Government and
a Confrontation. Explicit discussion Bank teams were conscious of

country dialogue and partnership of the relationship between the them, butthediscussionsbrought

building are worth noting: Bank and the partner country was home especially vividly the awe-

* Communication. Flawed commu- at first uneasy but in all instances some scope of issues confronting

nication-between Bank and brought out issues (expected and these countries, the complex

country, within the Bank, and unexpected) that could only be interlink-ages among them, the

within the Government- dealt with when directly con- extraordinarily intricate rela-

emerged again and again as a fronted. A primary result of en- tionships with donor finance, ca-

powerful central problem. The gaginginthediscussionandhear- pacity and social considerations,

opportunity in each meeting for ing complaints was to open av- and the importance of bringing it

Government ministers and offi- enues for problem solving and all together in a cohesive long-

cials to communicate openly with make clear the human factors in term vision.

each other, outside daily work both teams. That process con- Perhaps the most important

contexts, proved highly reward- vinced the participants of the good outcome of all was the deep convic-

ing for them and opened innu- intentions and real common in- tion e Bank andGern
tion that the Bank and Governments -

merable avenues of discussion. terests of all the parties. are indeed partners who must work

In each instance, the Bank team
was .so and ipessed by * Process focus. Substantive issues closely and frankly together, iden-

the nbereds tensu gmreater c- abounded and the development tifying common and diverging in-

itheincommunios toensure greatlessons were legion in all three terests, to achieve progress in im-

icases, despite an open agenda and proving the well-being of some of
understanding of messages, and
tode ucca rertaboande focus on process rather than the world's poorest people.

audiece wcha ceanr wo th broanr outcome in structuring the meet- Effective partnerships do not

ings. The facilitator-led Gambia just happen. Where feasible, meet-

is and what it can do. session allowed that meeting to ings similar to the three described

* Listening. Listening is easier said result in more tangible process can contribute importantly to build-

than done, and, even if they may and substantive outcomes, bear- ing them.

8
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* Food for Thought
From Project Cycle to Learning Cycle - a Needed Evolution
Robert Picciotto

Application of the traditional project cycle to nontraditional projects fosters practices whiichr reduice develop-
ment impact. An alternative work cycle is needed-to facilitate better project design, consensus building, risk
management, and institutional development.

In order to remain relevant, development assistance While engineering standards are universal, insti-
practices must evolve. The Bank's lending processes tutional factors vary with each situation, as do social
are no exception. A reconsideration is needed because: aspects and beneficiary concerns. Addressing them in

order to reduce risks entails more than a priori analy-
* New kinds of projects call for more flexibility; sis. With traditional project processing practices,
* Bank-financed projects need to be made more sus- today's project risks tend to be misunderstood, under-

tainable; and estimated, or poorly communicated.
Discontent about the effectiveness and efficiency of Cancellations and restructurings are increasingly
the Bank has grown. common. They are administratively expensive and

disrupt Bank/borrower relations. About a third of the

The Project Cycle Bank's lending operations yield unsatisfactory out-
comes at completion (compared to 15% in the seven-The "project cycle" paradigm described in Warren tis) an haf(rfwr ftepoet opee rBaum's December 1978 article in Finance and Develop- and half (or fewer) of the proects comleted are

ment has served the B7ank and borrowers extraordi- rated at completion as likely to sustain their benefitsmenthassered he ankand orrwer exraodi-over time. In response, other development agencies
narily well. It remains appropriate for traditional over nmental organvatonaell aseinno-W projects. But new development concepts, a changed vative Bank staff, have been resorting to "evolution-
product mix, and hard-won lessons of experience vare proect whic bemo learning an 'onluion-
all indicate that a better approach is needed. The stan- ary" ojets ich of arning experine ad-
dard sequence of identification/preparation/ap- justment of designs in light of accruing experience. The
praisal/implementation/evaluation was derived from proposed learning cycle is based on these pioneering
construction and engineering practice-where techni- contributions.
cal expertise and physical surveys are used to mini- Shortcomings
mize risks. Disappointingprojectoutcomes canbe traced to one or

Successful financing of construction, however, is oint ing po ctou sc
no longer the principal challenge facing the Bank. m
Today, sustainable project success is likely to be * Inadequate participation by beneficiaries and
determined by institutional capabilities, social impacts, borrowers;
environmental aspects, government commitment and *Stakeholder resistance and/or weak borrower
beneficiary response. The risk factors accompanying commitment;

* Deficiencies in governments' institutional capabili-
With traditional project processing ties to implement Bank projects;

practices, today's project risks tend * Excessive complexity;

to be misunderstood, underestimated, * Inadequate assessment and management of risks;
or poorly communicated. and

i these aspects are harder to assess or offset than those Untimely adjustment of project design as conditions- change and insights accrue.w accompanying traditional projects. A new cycle is v
needed to identify and manage these risks. (continued on p. 10)
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From Project Cycle..., cont. from p. 9 The new cycle would be keyed to learning, adap-

When applied to nontraditional projects, the cur- tation, and risk management instead of specification,
rent standard work cycle fosters: enforcement, and riskavoidance. A learningcycle would

.A rigid blueprinting approach to project design_ have four stages: listening, piloting, demonstrating,
* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n Amainstreaming.oah o roec dsln

even in situations of high uncertainty and volatility; Listen L ing -
Listening. Listening-by the ESank, borrowers and

* A primitive approach to participation which-in beneficiaries to each other-is a collaborative/partici-
conjunction with relatively rigid timetables-en- pative effort which explores needs, possibilities, is-
tails explaining the project to key stakeholders in- sues, constraints and the relevance of best practice.
stead of actively collaborating with them in conceiv- It is the first stage of problem analysis and consen-
ing and designing it; sus building about project objectives and possible

• The mistaken assumption that borrowers' r approaches. Well done, it helps to weed out supply-
r t rp .on driven initiatives under which Bank momentum is a

bility for preparation and for implementation
potent force and efforts to achieve consensus come

creates borrower ownership-even in the absence of
mainly after Bank analysis rather than in parallel with

partusbuicipativa a it. Tools such as GTZ's participatory use of the Logical
sensus building; Framework (Zopp), Larry Salmen's pioneering

* Supervision keyed more to compliance than to approaches to beneficiary involvement, Robert
adaptation; Chambers' quick rural appraisal techniques, and

* Inadequate handling of institutional development
through technical assistance "add-ons;" A new "learning cycle" paradigm would

* Learning through a priori analysis, rather than make the preferred mode of operation for
through experience and observation;' nontraditional projects normal and

. High processing and supervision costs and long routine, rather than exceptional.
approval cycles, which make small loans adminis-
tratively impractical; and KatherineMarshall's "JourneesdeReflexion" are avail-

* Tail-end self-evaluation-in preference to "just-in- able to lend structure to the listening stage.
time" feedback of experience; Piloting. Small-scale pilot projects enable the test-

ing of alternative and innovative approaches, while
To be sure, flexibility is possible today even within facilitating the management of risk and reducing the

the strictures of existing processes. Emergency projects consequences of failure. As appropriate, several ap-
are processed quickly. Enterprising task managers proaches are piloted simultaneously and compared.
demonstrate that corners can be cut and that pilot and Through piloting, complex and sensitive issues and
small projects can be approved. Yet, the traditional means of resolving them are explored on-the-ground
project cycle makes these practices exceptional. A new and the results assessed jointly by borrowers, benefi-
"learning cycle" paradigm would make the preferred ciaries and the Bank prior to the large-scale commit-
mode of operation for nontraditional projects normal ment of funds. Learning based on evidence about alter-
and routine, rather than exceptional. natives-concerning, for example, administrative ar-

rangements, social and technical approaches, means of
The Learning Cycle accommodating cultural realities, and sequencing of

A cycle suited to "nontraditional" lending would em- activities-replaces speculative a priori analysis. At the
phasize innovation, adaptability, borrower commit- same time, piloting fosters local project-specific train-
ment, institutional capacity building, and risk ing, leadership, conviction and ownership. A key re-
management. It would eliminate the present bias for quirement of piloting is clarity at the outset as to what
large projects and for advance blueprinting -with its is being tested, as well as how and by whom the results
attendant high administrative costs, premature nar- are to be assessed.
rowing of options, and presumption of rigidity during Demonstration. A demonstration stage is put in
implementation. place when more learning is needed in advance of

'Repeater projects handle this problem, but at substantial cost. large-scale commitment of funds-for example, when
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new hypotheses require testing, substantial "bugs" versely, certain aspects of traditional projects (e.g. main-
remain, scale itself is likely to create problems, or there tenance, resettlement, etc.) might involve a pilot or
is a need to strengthen local conviction that the demonstration stage, while in some nontraditional
intended results are desirable and can be obtained. projects, the demonstration stage of the learning cycle
Such a stage may also be needed to train local officials might be omitted. And in other projects, there might be
on the scale required to launch the final phase, to two pilot stages, or none at all. Pragmatism would rule.
demonstrate that aspects such as cost recovery are Typically, $50,000 of administrative budget would
workable or to test and refine information and man- be required for "listening;" perhaps $500,000 to
agement systems. The demonstration stage ends when $1,000,000-possibly from the Project Preparation Fa-
consensus is strong, a critical mass of skilled adminis- cility, other donors, or a revolving fund-would be
trators has been created, and the major causes of required for each pilot; and $5-10 million might be
uncertainty have been removed, permitting the re- required for the demonstration stage. Mainstream loans
maining risks to be realistically and confidently as- could probably, when warranted, be larger than now
sessed and managed. (they average about $100 million) because of enhanced

Mainstreaming. The accretion of knowledge, ca- local capabilities, higher confidence levels, and increased
pabilities, consensus, and country commitment borrower commitment.
produced in the pilot and demonstration stages, and Related procedures would need some modification
the concurrent reduction of uncertainties and risks, to accommodate the requirements of the learning cycle.
helps accelerate the design and approval of full-scale Rules affecting procurement and disbursement ap-

proval during the pilot stage and possibly the demon-
The new cycle would be keyed to stration stage would need simplification. And the role

of field offices in the first three stages would need to be
learning, adaptation, and risk enhanced. Lastly, country programming, timetabling
management instead of specification, and budgeting practices would require redesign, as

might the modalities for Board involvement prior toenforcement, and risk avoidance. mainstreaming.

"mainstream" loans and credits. By then, the need Building Partnerships
for-and implications of-project-related conditions
has become clearer, as a result of which negotiations "learning cycle" would greatly facilitate Bank inter-
are less problematic and agreements are more likely to action with non-governmental organizations and other
be complied with. Development of local institutional development assistance agencies. Through construc-
capacities for project anagement is well underway tion of strategic alliances, the Bank would be able to
and, as a result, implementation encounters fewer benefit systematically from the piloting and demon-
problems than otherwise. stration experience of its development partners. Of

course, consistent with its own principles, the learning
Implications cycle would have to be discussed widely, then piloted,
The learning cycle provides on-the-ground testing and then demonstrated, then-after re-evaluation and ad-
evaluation in advance of full-scale lending. It is condu- justment-mainstreamed, in full consultation withbor-
cive to active early collaboration and resulting com- rowers and other development partners.
mitment. By incorporating institutional development
and action learning from the outset, it enhances the The Bank is committed to institutional learning and
opportunities for risk reduction, risk management and to more active borrower and stakeholder involvement.
commitment building - thereby improving the "qual- There is dissatisfaction with current processes and the
ity at entry" of the mainstreamed projects. Most im- results they yield. And even without clear articulation
portant, it makes the realization of sustainable "on-the- and generalized sanction, approaches similar to the
ground" benefits from such projects more likely. suggested learning cycle are increasingly being em-

The cycle would not be applied uniformly to all ployed in operational work. The time has come to give. projects. "One size" does not fit all. Some relatively explicit support to these innovations so as to accelerate
straightforward nontraditional projects would con- change and help increase the development impact of
tinue to be handled through the traditional cycle. Con- Bank operations.
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Reflecting Social Realities in Bank Work

Gloria Davis'

World Bank social scientists have developed a best practice note on "social assessment"-a frame-
work for taking account of social factors and social processes in the Bank's operational work.

E arly in 1994, ESD created a ultimately, to its revision. By the * Ensuring that project objectives
"social policy thematic team" time the note had been issued, all and incentives for change are ac-

consisting mainly of non- technical departments had agreed ceptable to the range of people

economic social scientists from the to strengthen their capacity to sup- intended to benefit;

central vice-presidencies and the re- port social assessment and partici- * Ensuring that gender and other

gions. We were encouraged by the pation by engaging appropriate social differences are taken into
growing attention to human and technical specialists. And some TDs account when assessing project

social factors (gender, poverty, in- benefits and risks; and
digenous groups), social impacts
(resettlement), and social assess- ...social assessments can be * Evaluating the social impact of
ment methodologies (systematic investment projects, and where

client consultation, beneficiary as- done by a single technical adverse impacts are identified,

sessment). We were concerned, specialist working quickly, determining how they can best

howvever, that Bank analysis of so- a team working in the be overcome, or at least substan-
cial factors was highly fragmented tially mitigated.

and oftenreflectedadvocacyofspe- field over a longer period tial ated.
Social assessment can also be

cial (albeit important) issues and of time, or something used in country economic and sec-
confusion about which assessment
methodfsin weost appopratsemeint in between. tor work (CESW) to establish themethods were most appropriate in

framework for participation and

gie curfircsttans, wedec and CDs had identified projects in identify priority areas for future so-

trvbase ourpfi takwe dcnsidedabtwhich the approach would be pi- cial analysis.
try-based upon the consderab loted. In June, Bank management

wtork already going on In the B,ank provided $2 million to a new "Fund How are Social
and other institutions-to delineate for Innovative Approaches in Hu- Assessments Done?
ageneralized met odologyaforutak man and Social Development" Depending upon the objectives and

ing social factors Into account. We (FIAHS) of which $1 million is to be the complexity of the project, social
agreed that it should support both used to support projects involving assessments can be done by a

social analysis and participation. To social assessment or participation, single technical specialist working

the extent the methodology proved and $1 million is to be used for Bank quickly, a team working in the field
useful, we expected that It would
usefurt wer increase sthaf awa of capacity building in these areas. over a longer period of time, or
further increase staff awareness ofsoehninbte.Ingerl something in between. In general,
the importance of social issues and What is Social Assessment? however, the following consider-

ways to identify and address them Social assessments (SAs) can have a ations should determine how SAs
and, bv so doing, help mobilizea b s variety of objectives, but improv- are carried out.
additional resources for such work.

In May 1994, after about a year mon one. This is done by: c Given the great range of factors
of intense but intermittent debate, which might be considered, SAs
our team released a best practice * Identifying key stakeholders and should, for practical reasons, be

note on social assessment. The note, establishing an appropriate selective and strategic-keyed to

i nitended both for use and comment, framework for their participation

is part of a longer-term structured in project selection, design and 'Gloria DavisischiefoftheSocialPolicyand

learning process which will lead, implementation; Resettlement Division of GSD.
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information needed for decision effectively-requires good judge- alone, and a number of other
making. ment as well as training. ongoing assessments in projects
The methodology used should re- fSocial assessments are not only and CESW have been brought to

et ty ofor planning. They can be part of our attention and will become part
fletthe eromlex of theial issu implementation and can also sup- of the structured learning process.
orrisks,andthe seriouse of so iacs port piloting and learning in a Many taskmanagers, however,or risks, and the degree of stake- project context. For example, in a are worried that social assessment

hIlde Nvol ( vene.g. Y d recent biodiversity project in Asia, will become yet another require-
affected groups) which is needed a SA showed that there was little or ment, adding a new and time-con-

h commitment no local knowledge of what the suming step to an already overbur-to gai ow ersh p, m project was about and virtually no dened processing schedule. We be-
and capacity to act. commitment to it. As a result, the lieve, however, that systematic so-

*Those social assessments which project was transformed from a cial assessment can often save time
need to be participatory or are product-oriented project, to a pro- -by covering a broad range of
intended to support participatory cess project intended initially to issues lightly, while identifying the
processes or enhanced local ca- build commitment and identify issues most in need of close atten-
pacity for action must involve stakeholder-approved incentives tion and creating a climate of un-
stakeholders in defining the is- for change and then, in subsequent derstanding and support for the
sues as well as in determining stages,tosupportadditionalassess- project. We hope that as projects
how to resolve them. ment and adjustment. currently underway demonstrate

In Nepal, a social assessment the utility of the social assessment,
Therlale ore irman n m atholgis duringpreparationrevealedalarger task managers will come to recog-

avanabefonmationg andcapateingy number of NGOs than had been nize that the benefits usually out-consensus making and capacity
For example, surveys expected-as a consequence of weigh the costs.

building which the final project selected To our surprise, some task man-
NGOs rather than public sector agers have found the best practice
agencies as the primary intermedi- note too timid. Some believe that

... social assessment ary to work with community distributional and equity issues,

can often save time by groups. And in Zambia, a social among others, should be tackled
assessment of the Social Recovery directly in the social assessment*..identifying the Issues Project revealed that if women were process. Others feel that the issues

most in need of sick for as few as four days during we cover are so fundamental they

close attention.... the critical planting season it re- should be an integral part of allduced household income as much project processing and sector work.
as 27% in the subsequent year. The We are counting on the Bank's

(quantitative or qualitative) are use- next project will more directly tar- internal structured learning process
ful for systematic data gathering, get women. to monitor the selection of issues
but not local-level consensus build- that SAs are called upon to address,
ing. Stakeholder workshops im- Regional Reactions theselectionofmethodologies,and
prove information flows and pro- Reactions from task managers how well they serve their purpose.
mote agreement and ownership, and their division chiefs to the best As experience accumulates and is
but may be less useful with rela- practicenotehavevaried.Sometask digested, the best practice note
tively unsophisticated stakeholder managers, struggling with ways to will be modified taking this experi-
groups. Participatory approaches improve social analysis or incorpo- ence and Bankwide comments
suitable for on-the-ground consen- rate participatory approaches into into account. We continue to seek
sus building can engage the poor their projects, have moved quickly staff reactions.
and build their capacity, but may to incorporate formal social assess-
provide only limited information ments into their work. We expect The social assessment best practice note
relevant to policy reform. Deciding 20 to 30 projects with social assess- and information on financial support for

social assessment under FIAHS can be ob-which to use-and then using it ments to be funded from FIAHS tained from SueJacobs (ext. 84590), ENVSP.
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New Frontiers in EDI

Amnon Golan'

After two years of intensive internal interaction and wide stakeholder consultation, EDI has
developed-and the Board has approved-an ambitious strategic plan. It reflects the innovative
spirit illustrated by numerous "new style" EDI activities in the past two years.E DI's recently approved exposed the trainers to the realities Rajasthan. The program helps

mission statement-its of enterprise reform, helped them women improve their socioeco-

first-reads as follows: develop case studies illustrating nomic status. It is funded by

"The Economic Development In- those realities, and gave them expe- grants from Japan, Norway, and

stitute of the World Bank invests rience in teaching about them. Australia.
in people and ideas as the most From the beginning, as teams Key to the program is the part-

powerful means of development. alternated between classrooms and nership formed among EDI, an In-

It helps the World Bank and its enterprises, the trainees and enter- dian service NGO (Udyogini), and

member countries achieve the prise managers worked as teams- 30 local NGOs engaged in assisting

goalsof sustainable andequitable to analyze enterprise problems; women's micro-enterprise develop-

develop mnt through strength- design, test, and adapt solutions; ment. Start-up of the program re-

ening ntional caa citie to d- and write up the experience as case quired a series of initial workshops

signand implementdevelopment studies. The trainees (that is, the among the members of the partner-

policies and programs. To this futurelocal trainers) presented their ship to develop a common under-

end,EDI facilitatesalearningdia case studies to the group, and later standing of issues, a program of

logue on development through to other managers together with a action to address those issues, and-

structured exchanges of ideas and description of how they were perhaps most important of all-a

experience among people." being applied to the participating sense of mutual trust and purpose.
enterprises. This provided the train- The workshops led to the for-

While the mission statement is ees with the self-confidence and mation and training of enterprise

new, several recent examples of authority that come from first-hand support teams. The teams-drawn

"frontier" activitiesby EDI indicate experience. from each of the participating

some of the innovative directions At the end of the training pro- NGOs-aredevelopingand testing

that EDI work can be expected to gram, the trainees became trainers. modules to train poor women who

take in future years. During FYs 93 and 94, the program earn their livelihood in the infor-

reached, directly and indirectly, mal sector in business manage-

Training Local Trainers- nearly 1,100 people. It is now being ment, leadership development, and

Enterprise Restructuring in introduced in Ukraine and neigh- group formation. The management

the Former Soviet Union boring countries and in the five training services now being devel-

To assist the process of private sec- Central Asian republics. oped and tested will complement

tor development, EDI set out to train . . technical skill training and credit

a cadre of eight trainers in enter- Collaboratig wth services already being provided by

prise restructuring in the FSU. The NGOs-Supporting Poor many of these NGOs. Approxi-

program had seven modules. The Women in India's mately 1,000 poor women are

first two and the last brought to- Informal Sector
gether just trainers. The others Illiterate and semiliterate women 'Amnon Golan was, until his recent retire-

brought trainers together with en- are the primary clients of the ment, Director of EDI. This article reflects

terprise managers and government Women's Enterprise Management the Board Paper, "Investing in People and

officials. While the first two mod- Training Outreach Program Ideasn EDI's Strategy for the Futuree R94-

ules provided the required theo- (WEMTOP), a pilot program in the who spearheaded EDI's strategic planning

retical framework, the next four Indian states of Bihar, Orissa, and effort.
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expected to be reached during the to reform, and approaches to low- centrally-planned approaches in the
FY93-95 pilot phase. ering them in each country. Near region, the unitary approach fol-

Through this program, EDI it- the end of the week, each country lowed in Japan, and the decentral-
self is learning how to work with team, including the Bank task ized approach, involving the
local NGOs and how to design ef- manager, spelled out the priority interplay of market forces, in many
fective strategies to increase the pro- needs and recommendations for im- Western countries. Agreement was
ductivity of micro-enterprises run proving the school system. reached at the seminar that success-
by women in the informal sector- Throughout the seminar, Bank staff ful programs would have to include
lessons which are being shared with were encouraged to do more listen- elements of four approaches:
Bank operational staff. That EDI has ing than talking. institutional changes to meet new
had difficulties in developing simi- The participants agree that the management needs, the decentrali-
lar pilot projects with NGOs in two seminar was successful in affecting zation of some aspects of decision
other Asian countries indicates, both the governments' thinking making, establishment of a frame-
however, that replicability cannot and the design of the Bank's educa- work within which market forces
always be assumed. tionlendingoperationsinthecoun- would induce socially desirable

tries. With EDI's help, Bank educa- changes, and intercountry collabo-
EDI/Regional/Borrower tion staff have now repeated the ration on transboundary issues.
Cooperation to Increase process in Asia and Latin America. These conclusions are now being
Impact-A Learning Similar seminars are planned for reflected in Bank work in the region.
Seminar on other regions.

Education Reform . . Helping Mobilize
Education reforms often have not Supportig Regional Support-Dialogue with
accomplished their main goals. Es- Initiatives-Environmental the Tanzanian Parliament
pecially in manv African countries, Improvements in To help countries in Eastern Africa
enrollments have stagnated and Eastern Europe recognize and confront the main
quality declined. Bank-commis- The main environmental threat to constraints to private sector devel-
sioned research and a Bank over- the economic development of cen- opment, EDI launched a three-year
view paper of reform experience tral and eastern European countries program with a regional workshop
has indicated some promising stems from industrial pollution. EDI in 1993. After the Tanzanian team in
directions. The problem, however, has supported the Environmental the workshop identified a lack of
is how to effectively translate them Action Plan for Central and Eastern consensus among the principal
into specific reforms for individual Europe. To help governments be- stakeholders as one of the most seri-
countries. gin to deal with the problem, EDI, ous obstacles, EDI arranged a visit

Operational divisions in the funded by Japan and in collabora- of eighteen senior Tanzanian offi-
Bank's Africa Region and EDI tion with the Foundation for Ad- cials and private sector representa-
tried a new approach. With support vanced Studies in International tives to Malaysia to observe and dis-
from the Irish government, EDI Development (FASID), designed a cuss Malaysia's successful ap-
brought 23 education experts from program of training on the linkages proaches to the problem.
The Gambia, Malawi, Nigeria, between economic policies and the After the team returned from
Tanzania, and Zambia together with environment. The program encom- Malaysia, Prime Minister Malecela
nine Bank staff responsible for passestechniquesforassessing,pri- invited EDI into the parliamentary
education projects in those coun- oritizing, and managing environ- chambers of Tanzania to carry on a
tries. Using a mixture of small- mental problems as well as discus- dialogue with the entire parliament,
group discussions and plenary ses- sions of relevant experience in in- the cabinet, top civil servants and
sions, the seminar, over a period of dustrial countries. academicians. The two-day work-
a week, analyzed the ingredients of The first seminar, involving shop, chaired by the PM and using
effective schools, key means to participants fromJapanand central as "resource people" those who. evaluate and then improve school European countries, was held in had gone to Malaysia, enabled the
effectiveness, the principal barriers Bulgaria in 1993. It addressed past (continued on p. 16)
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New Frontiers, cont. from p. 13 cuss the role of journalists in help- * Teach analytical skills and theory

government to explain its rationale ing build a dialogue on national necessary to understand the

for moving forward with reforms, development issues. A key session issue;

fostered consensus about the need was a teleconference that provided

for an overall reform vision requir- the journalists in Yaounde the pe;alternatesolutionstothe

ing transformation of the economic opportunity to discuss develop- issue;

systemratherthanjustmacroecono- ment topics of importance and in- * Selectasolutiontotheissuewithin

mic adjustment and privatization, terest to Africa with three senior a specific social, political, and

and established the utility of the Bank managers in Washington. The economic context;

Malaysia group as a network to help teleconference, which used the U.S.

explain and spur the government's Information Agency's Worldnet * Follow up with support to partici-

efforts in the future. satellites, was broadcast through- pants as they apply the selected

out Africa. solution;

Using Electronic Media- * Evaluate the impact of EDI's in-

Bringing Journalists Cumulative Reinforcement volvement.

and Senior Bank -The EDI Program Cycle
Managers Together Rather than consider each training In programming its work

EDI is committed to exploiting op- event independently, EDI now and designing its interventions,

portunitiesbeingopenedupbynew seeks maximum impact through an EDI, of course, takes into account

developments in electronic media. eight-step program cycle (with steps Bank policy and research work and

A seminar held in Cameroon in early omitted when appropriate). The OED findings, as well as needs per-

1994 was the second in a series for steps are: ceived by-and current practices

journalists from French-speaking in-operations.

Africa. The objectives were to rein- * Identifyafundamental,significant Together, these examples indi-

force journalists' comprehension of development issue; cate EDI's versatility in employing

conceptsand issues underlying eco- . Elucidate the characteristics/ele- a wide range of approaches to

nomic reforms, familiarize them ments/attributes of the issue; achieve the broad goals now

with available economic informa- summarized in its mission state-

tion, provide a forum for sharing * Raise awareness regarding the im- ment and reflected in its new strate-

of national experiences, and dis- portance of the issue; gic plan.
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